Simple and accurate method of diamagnetic flux measurement in Versatile Experimental Spherical Torus (VEST).
Diamagnetic flux is measured accurately in the Versatile Experiment Spherical Torus by simply measuring the change in the toroidal field (TF) coil current without additional poloidal loops. Stray couplings mainly with the plasma current (since poloidal field coils are aligned well to the TF coils) are compensated for, resulting in the minimum measurable flux of ±0.2 mWb determined mainly by the finite sensitivity of the TF coil current sensor, implying that the accuracy of this simple method can be improved by measuring the TF coil current change with a higher sensitivity. The poloidal beta is derived from the measured diamagnetic flux with the consideration of the low aspect ratio geometry. The poloidal beta and the plasma stored energy derived from the measurement are in good agreement with those from the equilibrium reconstruction, and the energy confinement time derived from the measurement is consistent with the L mode scaling.